
WATER SNAKE - THE GRAND WATER TRINE July 17-19th
Rather Rare & very Auspicious - Go all the way into the watery flow

This Blue & Golden Trine is so powerful and has not occurred since 928 BCE

TODAY MARKS A REMARKABLE DAY : 
WAHE GURU - wahe= wow or ecstasy and Guru means that force which brings us 
from darkness to light! essentially saying  wow God is amazing!

Let the River of your Dreams flow into the sea of your Emotions 
this is an opportunity for a  deep release of the past while opening the doorway 
to a most profound and prosperous future 

This mystical pathway is allowing our deep watery emotional experiences and 
allowing our deepest dreams to begin to fully come into reality. This blessings 
seems to be rather simple to benefit from... all we have to do is tune in and let 
ourselves be guided by our intuitive sense.
This trine will assist in the arousal of the kundalini energy, it is a natural 
occurrence due to the energies at play.
This Trine is creating a stage for our deep knowingness and heightened intuitive 
& psychic  sensitivities, enhancing our abilities abilities to flow with our highest 
states of being- our Sat Nam- (Truth is my essence/identity).
We have such profound emotional strength today and feel fully emotionally 
supported.
planetary tines are not a rarity - yet this trio of celestial bodies coming together in this 
way is a very powerful and once-in-a- lifetime occurrence.

 Look deep into your truth .... allow space for forgiveness... flow into transcendence
The Grand Trine: Jupiter in Cancer Trine Saturn in Scorpio Trine Neptune in Pisces

JUPITER - planet of fortune and abundance 
SATURN - planetary taskmaster - keeping us in check 
NEPTUNE - planetary dreamer 

Utilizing the Narayan Shabad to access the power of this day...
http://www.spiritvoyage.com/blog/index.php/mantra-for-restoration-the-
narayan-shabad/

Radha Divine july 18, 2013 
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